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Abstract. In this paper we discuss anonymity in context of group based
anonymous authentication (GBAA). Methods for GBAA provide mech-
anisms such that a user is able to prove membership in a group U ′ ⊆ U
of authorized users U to a verifier, whereas the verifier does not obtain
any information on the actual identity of the authenticating user. They
can be used in addition to anonymous communication channels in order
to enhance user’s privacy if access to services is limited to authorized
users, e.g. subscription-based services. We especially focus on attacks
against the anonymity of authenticating users which can be mounted by
an external adversary or a passive verifier when GBAA is treated as a
black box. In particular, we investigate what an adversary can learn by
solely observing anonymity sets U ′ used for GBAA and how users can
choose their anonymity sets in case of U ′ ⊂ U . Based on the information
which can be obtained by adversaries we show that the probability of
user identification can be improved.

1 Introduction

The Internet is nowadays used by a permanently increasing number of people.
Their actions comprise on the one hand private activities, e.g. using it as a source
of information, doing online banking, communicating with other persons, read-
ing their newspapers, participating in electronic auctions. On the other hand
people use it for business related activities. Obviously, the collection of informa-
tion divulged and exchanged during these activities may represent an extensive
picture of a person and covers many topics related to ones privacy. For example,
these information may be highly valuable for providers hosting online services
when analyzing user’s behavior [20,35]. In this context there are tools available
for free, e.g. Google Analytics, which provide a huge set of functionalities for
aforementioned purposes, even for unaware and casual users. Nevertheless, users
may also benefit from these methods by means of Web personalization, i.e. the
customization of delivered Web content with respect to the user’s preferences.
However, privacy issues are very often neglected, which questions the before
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discussed advantages. This can be illustrated by a user who queries a health
information service to obtain information on a serious disease. Recent studies
show that 80 percent of health searchers seek the information for themselves
and 60 to 80 percent of Americans have already used the Internet to find health
information [32]. Hence, if any other party is able to link these information to
the user, then it may be possible to draw compromising conclusions.

The aforementioned threats are in our opinion highly realistic, since protocols
used in Internet communication do not explicitly provide mechanisms to preserve
the anonymity of users. Additionally, we are confronted with a phenomenon de-
noted as privacy myopia [19]. This means, that people often are not aware of
dangers related to privacy and sell or give away their data without reflecting
on potential negative consequences. For instance, in context of the Internet this
means that users reveal IP-addresses which enable third parties to link several
actions and may enable third parties to identify the physical users behind their
computers. Furthermore, users often easily give away person related informa-
tion to third parties which exceeds the amount of information necessary. The
latter aspect is the subject of privacy enhanced identity management and has
experience major research interest in recent years (cf. [5]).

In this paper we will discuss anonymity aspects related to group based anony-
mous authentication (GBAA), which provides anonymity for users if access to
services is limited to an authorized set of users. If a user needs to authenticate to
a service provider by means of traditional authentication mechanisms, in general
the identity of the user is known by the service provider. By means of GBAA,
the server solely learns the membership of the authenticating user in the set of
authorized users, but does not learn the exact identity. This can be valuable for
users, if the sole knowledge of service accesses, i.e. the frequency of access, may
lead to compromising conclusions. The applications we have in mind for GBAA
are any kind of Internet services that require user authentication, but users want
to hide their behavior from the service provider. Thereby, the main advantage
of GBAA schemes is that they can be build upon existing and widely deployed
public key infrastructures based on X.509 certificates (PKIX) and user registra-
tion for services solely requires the user to provide a valid X.509 certificate to
the service provider. This results on the one hand in higher security compared to
widely used username/password authentication schemes and on the other hand
in a privacy improvement for the user. For instance, consider a Internet service
which provides access to an electronic health record (EHR) of a person, whereas
the EHR represents a life-long documentation of the medical history of a per-
son. In this context, even the knowledge of the frequency of access to the EHR
may enable a third party to draw compromising conclusions about the state of
health of the person. Additionally, the use of GBAA schemes, which are based on
public key certificates, prevents users from identity theft by means of password
guessing, dictionary attacks or other threats.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we discuss
aspects of anonymity that are important for Internet based services. In the sub-
sequent section 3 we will briefly introduce GBAA, attack models and scenarios
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as well as some problems related to GBAA. Section 4 discusses the choice of
anonymity sets used for authentication and provides a detailed analysis. Finally,
section 5 concludes the paper and discusses some future aspects.

2 Different Aspects of Anonymity

Anonymity aspects of users in the context of Internet services are twofold. Firstly,
the anonymity of a user may be revealed by the communication channel itself.
Consequently, users need to hide their identity when sending messages over the
communication channel. This can be achieved by means of anonymous communi-
cation channels. Secondly, identities of users may be revealed at higher network
layers, i.e. the application layer. This is especially of interest if services require
user authentication at the application layer. Subsequently, we will briefly discuss
the aforementioned aspects.

2.1 Communication Anonymity

Mechanisms that provide anonymity and unlinkability of messages sent over a
communication channel are denoted as anonymous communication techniques
and have been intensively studied in recent years, see [12] for a sound overview.
There are several implementations available for low-latency services like Web
browsing, e.g. Tor [15], JAP [18], as well as high-latency services like E-Mail,
e.g. Mixminion [13].

These anonymous communication channels help to improve the privacy of
users in context of eavesdroppers and curious communication partners. Espe-
cially, regarding the latter one anonymity can be preserved if electronic inter-
action does not rely on additional identifying information at higher network
layers, i.e. the application layer. For example, a user who queries a public web
page using an anonymous communication channel may remove all identifying
information from higher network layers and thus will stay anonymous.

In our considerations we assume that we have a communication channel that
guarantees perfect anonymity and unlinkability. Then a user is connected to a
service provider (server) via a kind of “magic channel” that leaks no information
on the identity of the user at the communication layer. Clearly, this is a somewhat
idealized consideration, since real world anonymous communication channels do
not realize perfect anonymity resp. unlinkability (cf. [30]) and there may exist
additional side channels, e.g. online-behavior of users, which can be used to
improve the probability of identification of communicating parties.

2.2 Anonymity at Higher Layers

However, if service providers offer their services only to authorized sets of users,
e.g. subscription-based services, closed communities, they require identification
of users which in general takes place at higher layers by means of entity au-
thentication mechanisms. In entity authentication or identification protocols the
holder of an identity usually claims a set of attributes including an identifier
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and interactively proves the possession of the claimed identity to a verifier. This
identifier is usually unique within a specific context, e.g. application, but may
be a pseudonym, which is not linkable to the physical identity of a person. But
there usually exists a party which is aware of this link and additionally, actions
conducted under the same pseudonym can be linked. Nevertheless, there ex-
ists anonymous credential systems which can be used to anonymously prove the
possession of attributes of credentials while preserving unlinkability of different
showings of a credential and anonymity of the holders (cf. [4,7,8,24]). These ap-
proaches are especially suitable in a multi-provider setting, where users obtain
credentials for a pseudonym from one provider and are able to show these creden-
tials under different pseudonyms to other providers. Nevertheless, there are also
known attacks (cf. [21,27]) against unlinkability and anonymity of anonymous
credential systems when using them in a real world context. We do not consider
the aforementioned approaches, since we are interested in a single-provider and
“ad hoc” setting. However, the aforementioned mechanisms can also be used to
realize anonymous authentication (cf. [6]), but in general they do not provide
“ad hoc” mechanisms as discussed below, i.e. they rely on a proprietary setup
with every user. Therefore, we will subsequently discuss an alternative approach
based on cryptographic primitives like ring signatures [31], which we call group
based anonymous authentication (GBAA), that provides mechanisms to perform
anonymous authentications based on “ad hoc” groups, i.e. without relying on
interaction with other group members and without any additional proprietary
setup.

3 Group Based Anonymous Authentication

Group based anonymous authentication (GBAA) aims to provide a somewhat
paradoxical solution to enhance user’s privacy in context of authentication. It
provides mechanisms such that a user is able to prove membership in a group
U ′ ⊆ U of authorized users U , whereas the verifier does not obtain information
on the identity of the authenticating user. The set U ′ will also be denoted as the
anonymity set [29]. Clearly, anonymous communication systems are a prerequi-
site for providing anonymity in the context of anonymous authentication.

A naive approach to realize GBAA would be to give a copy of a secret k
to every user u ∈ U , which could be used in conjunction with a traditional
authentication scheme. Obviously, the revocation of a single user ui would result
in a reinitialization and thus in reissuing a fresh secret k′ to every remaining user
u ∈ U \ui. Hence, this approach is far from being practical. Improved techniques
for GBAA were explicitly treated in [3,23,28,33,37] and additionally with special
properties like being anonymous as long as the number of authentication is
beyond a threshold [36], the ability to detect fraudulent users [6,11] and with the
ability to revoke the anonymity of users [3,22]. They can be be realized by means
of group signatures [1,9, etc.], witness indistinguishable signatures [10], ring
signatures [16,31, etc.] or similar concepts as (deniable) ring authentication [26].

The latter two classes of signature and authentication schemes are preferable
to group signatures in the context of large and dynamic groups, as it is the case
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with Internet services, since they can be generated “ad hoc” without depending
on an explicit setup phase or reinitialization in case of dynamic groups. Thereby
“ad hoc” means that an authenticating user does not need the knowledge, con-
sent or assistance of the remaining members of an ad hoc group to perform an
authentication. Furthermore, in general they do not require a proprietary setup
and do only rely on standard public key certificates, i.e. X.509 certificates, which
are widely deployed and available. It must be mentioned that there are already
attempts to integrate group, ring and traceable signatures, which can be used
for GBAA, into the PKIX framework [2].

There are three important properties that GBAA mechanisms need to provide
(cf. [23,33]):

1. Anonymity: The verifier is not able to determine the identity of an authen-
ticating user with probability higher than 1/|U ′|.

2. Unlinkability: It is impossible to link k, k > 1, instances of the GBAA
protocol of one (anonymous) user ui ∈ U ′.

3. Security: Only authorized users u ∈ U should be able to pass the GBAA.

The properties we are focusing on in this paper are anonymity and unlinkability,
and in particular we investigate strategies to construct groups used for GBAA.
This is especially of interest in context of large groups, since the computational
effort in GBAA protocols usually grows (linearly) with the size of the anonymity
set, i.e. the cardinality of U ′. Thus, a large set of authorized users may force a
user to prove his membership using a subset of all authorized users for efficiency
purposes. It must be mentioned that we do not explicitly discuss technical details
on the construction of methods for GBAA and will treat them as a black box in
the remainder of this paper.

The question that comes up is, whether a verifier or even an observer is able to
reduce the anonymity and consequently unlinkability by continuously observing
anonymity sets, although the underlying GBAA method and communication
channel provides perfect anonymity and unlinkability.

3.1 Attacker Model

As mentioned above, we are not considering anonymity provided by the GBAA
itself and the communication channel. Consequently, we assume that the GBAA
methods provide perfect anonymity, unlinkability and security and the communi-
cation channel provides perfect anonymity and unlinkability (“magic channel”).
Clearly, these assumptions are very strong with respect to the real world and
thus the results presented in this paper, i.e. the reduction of anonymity of users,
may even be improved enormously by substituting the perfect GBAA and com-
munication channel by actually deployed methods.

The attack model used in this paper considers the following adversaries.

– Honest but curious (passive) verifier: An insider who is able to monitor
all actions inside the verifier’s system, but does not actively manipulate
messages which are exchanged during the GBAA.
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– Eavesdropper: Anyone who is able to monitor the inbound traffic of the
verifier. As above, the eavesdropper solely behaves passive, i.e. does not
manipulate exchanged messages.

Passive attacks conducted by an eavesdropper can easily be prevented by means
of encrypted communication, i.e. a communication channel which provides confi-
dentiality and integrity of transmitted messages. However, it must be mentioned
that an external adversary may run a denial of service (DoS) attack against the
verifier’s system in order to deter authentications of users anyway. We do not
consider active attackers, since there exist measures incorporated into GBAA
protocols to detect a cheating verifier (cf. [23]), which are outside the scope of
this paper. Furthermore, in practice an actively cheating verifier may leak out
some day and will consequently not be trustworthy anymore.

An adversary may mount the subsequent attacks, whereas we focus on the
first one in this paper and the latter one will only be stated for the sake of
completeness.

– Anonymity sets only: An adversary is clearly able to record all informa-
tion which are shown to him during any instance of a GBAA. Thus he can
count the occurrences of users in anonymity sets. The adversary will try to
reduce the anonymity of single users solely by means of the aforementioned
information.

– Behavioral heuristic: Since unlinkability is a required property, every ac-
tion inside the system requires a single GBAA protocol. Thus, authentica-
tions of a single user are likely to occur cumulative since in general at least
a few operations are conducted within the verifier’s system.

3.2 Some Problems Related to GBAA
One inherent problem in “ad hoc” GBAA is, that the physical person which
holds a digital identity, irrespective of the representation, e.g. X.509 certificates,
is not directly known to a user. Consequently, a user may not be able to dis-
tinguish “real” from “fake” identities. Especially in large groups, a verifier may
be able to forge identities of “authorized users” which look valid to all other
users. This is crucial, if verifiers set up their system (parameters) autonomous,
i.e. issue credentials or certificates on their own, and do not involve a commonly
trusted party, e.g. a trusted certification authority which issues public key cer-
tificates. It must be stressed, that this attack is an active one which can be
conducted by malicious verifiers to reduce the anonymity of users. However, we
assume that the verifier is honest but curious in our attack model. This fake-user
insertion attack can be somewhat compared to the sybil attack [17], which has
been investigated in a somewhat similar context [25]. But, in our case the verifier
creates a set of forged identities on his own and integrates them into the system.
Consequently, the effective anonymity set for GBAA will be reduced by users
unawarely including fake identities in their anonymity sets.

Another problem in this context is that the authenticating user needs to be
sure, that all actually chosen users are indeed authorized users at the point
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of time of authentication. We want to emphasize, that the task of determining
authorized users, i.e. to check if a user is authorized and the respective certificate
is valid, is a time consuming and non-trivial task, but is inherent to all certificate
based GBAA protocols. However, we will not consider this problem in detail in
this paper since it does not affect our investigations.

4 Analysis

In this section we firstly analyze strategies to construct anonymity sets and
secondly propose methods that can be used by an adversary to improve the
probability of identification of users.

4.1 Group Construction Strategies

In the following we will discuss the strategies to construct anonymity sets for
GBAA. Thereby, we consider the two possible scenarios, i.e. on the one hand the
entire group and on the other hand a subgroup of authorized users.

Entire Group. If a user chooses the entire group U for GBAA, the probability
of user ui being the one who actually authenticates in any anonymity set is
pui = 1/|U|. Hence, this approach guarantees perfect anonymity [14,34]. This
strategy is immune against fake-user insertion attacks, since always all users
are chosen. However, it must be emphasized that for actual available protocols
for GBAA the computational effort grows at least linearly with the size of the
anonymity set. Hence, in case of a large set of authorized users, this approach is
impractical.

Black box

GBAA

Anonymous channel

Verifier

Authorized set

U’1

U’n

... link

Fig. 1. Static subgroup approach from the point of view of the prover

Subgroup. This alternative approach is characterized by choosing a subset
U ′ ⊂ U for GBAA, whereas we assume that |U ′| � |U|. Therefore, users need to
construct subgroups following some specific strategy. The obvious method for a
user ui to construct an anonymity set of size k is, to independently choose k− 1
users uniformly at random from U and to subsequently integrate himself into
the anonymity set. This approach is prone to a fake-user insertion attack, since
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the verifier may include faked “authorized” users into the set of all authorized
users. Consequently, the level of security depends on the fraction of “fake” users.

Considering the subgroup-approach we distinguish between static subgroups
and dynamic subgroups.

Static Subgroup. In case of static subgroups, a user ui ∈ U initially chooses
k − 1 users uniformly at random from U and forms his static anonymity set by
adding himself to this set. Subsequently, he uses his initial chosen anonymity set
for every GBAA. If U is large, e.g. |U| = 200, and the size of the anonymity set is
smaller than the size of U (U ′ ≈ 100), it is very unlikely that two distinct users
choose exactly the same anonymity set, i.e. ≈ 1/

( |U|
|U ′|

)
. Hence, if a user applies

this strategy all GBAAs are in general linkable. Additional, with side channel
information, e.g. user’s behavior, it may be easier to identify a single user. As
a consequence we want to point out that this approach is in our opinion not
appropriate.

Dynamic Subgroup. In case of dynamic subgroups a user ui ∈ U constructs
his anonymity set U ′ independently for every single authentication. Thus unlink-
ability is guaranteed and with respect to the above strategies in our opinion it is
the preferred strategy in context of large sets of authorized users. Nevertheless,

Black box

GBAA

Anonymous channel

Verifier

Authorized set

U’1

U’n

...

Fig. 2. Dynamic subgroup approach from the point of view of the prover

we will subsequently examine potential weaknesses of this dynamic subgroup
approach which can be used by an adversary to improve the probability of iden-
tifying authenticating users.

4.2 Anonymity Sets Only Attack

As mentioned above, we are now focusing on anonymity sets independent of the
protocol used for GBAA. Furthermore, we assume that these information can be
monitored by an adversary, e.g. the verifier or an eavesdropper. In particular, we
introduce methods to analyze the anonymity sets and derive measures to improve
attacks against anonymity. In order to compute these measures a |U|×N history
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Fig. 3. The setting for this example is: |U| = 1000, N = 108. Subfigure (a) illustrates
the uniform distribution of the passive frequencies. In this example it was assumed that
the active frequencies are Gaussian distributed (b). Subfigure (c) shows that the distri-
bution of the active frequencies is still reflected in the global frequency. Furthermore,
it can be conjectured that the value of the global frequency is directly “connected” to
the value of the active frequency and vice versa.

matrix H will be used, where U ′
j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N , is the j-th anonymity set and N

is the overall number of GBAA protocol runs.

H(i, j) =

{
1, if ui ∈ U ′

j ,

0, else.

Put differently, the matrix represents the collection of all anonymity sets which
were used in GBAAs and the element H(i, j) contains the value 1 if and only
if user ui occurred in the respective anonymity set U ′

j . Based on this matrix,
we are defining the global frequency νG

ui
of user ui which is the sum of the i-th

row. The global frequency of a user ui itself consists of an active part νG
ui,A, i.e.

the number of actual authentications of the user, and a passive part νG
ui,P , i.e.

other users choose ui in their anonymity sets. Obviously, an adversary can solely
determine the sum νG

ui
= νG

ui,A + νG
ui,P of the users frequency from the history

matrix. The two subsequent facts can easily be obtained.

|U|∑

i=1

νG
ui,A = N (1)
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|U|∑

i=1

νG
ui,P =

N∑

i=1

(|U ′
i | − 1) (2)

Considering the above mentioned method to create subgroups one can conclude
that the passive frequencies are uniformly distributed and the average of all pas-
sive frequencies is ν̄P =

∑N
i=1(|U ′

i | − 1)/N . In contrast, the distribution of the
active frequencies is in general unknown, but it is very unlikely that the distri-
bution is uniform in real world scenarios. At this point the following question
arises: What kind of information can be obtained about the global frequency? A
first observation is, that the sum of the passive frequencies is much greater then
the sum of the active frequencies. For instance, if the size of the anonymity set
is constant then

∑
ν·,P/

∑
ν·,A = |U ′| − 1. Secondly, we know that the passive

frequencies are uniformly distributed and thus we are able to derive a confi-
dence interval α for the expected value. Hence, all passive frequencies will lie
in the confidence interval with probability p (see table 1). Based on the global
frequency of a single user ui it is possible to derive an interval for the active
frequency of this user (see figure 4). The parameter (α) determines the lower
and upper bound of the confidence interval. By subtracting these bounds from
the global frequency one obtains an interval for the active frequency which holds
with probability p.

max(νG
ui

− ν̄P(1 + α), 0) ≤ νG
ui,A ≤ max(νG

ui
− ν̄P(1 − α), 0) (3)

Table 1. Confidence interval α, probability p and number of outliers

Authorized users |U| Anonymity set |U ′| Number of auth. N α p Outliers

1000 100 1000.000 0.005 ≈ 0.8863 ≈ 113

1000 100 1000.000 0.01 ≈ 0.9984 ≈ 2

1000 100 1000.000 0.02 ≈ 1 ≈ 0
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Fig. 4. In subfigure (a) an exemple confidence interval is shown. Based on this confi-
dence interval ranges for the active frequency of two users are derived (b).
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Fig. 5. Upper and lower bounds for active frequencies for two choices of the parameter
α; (a): α = 0.005; (b): α = 0.01

Note that the lower α the more precise are the lower and the upper bound for the
active frequency. But, the number of passive frequencies which are not inside the
confidence interval will grow and consequently the number of active frequencies
which do not satisfy equation (3). From equation (3) it is possible to derive the
maximum size of the interval δA, whereas δA ≤ 2ανP . This is also reflected in
figure 5 where νP = 100.000 and α = 0.005 (α = 0.01). Consequently, δA = 1000
(2000) which can also be seen in figures 5. Considering two users ui and uj where
the upper bound of user ui is significantly smaller then the lower bound of the
user uj, then νG

ui,A is also significantly smaller than νG
uj ,A. These information

can prospectively be used to improve the probability of identification of uj in
comparison to ui.

It must be mentioned, that this estimation is independent of the distribution
of the active frequencies. Furthermore, we have evaluated a number of random
number generators (RNG) provided by standard libraries of different program-
ming languages and most of them behave as the probability theory predicts and
clearly was the basis for our investigations. However, we have also encountered
a few RNGs that provide “better” results than expected and consequently more
precise bounds could be obtained. Put differently, RNGs that behave “better”
than the theory predicts, i.e. the passive frequency νG

ui,P of every user ui will be
very close to the mean passive frequency ν̄P , the active frequency of every user
νG

ui,A can be determined precisely.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have briefly discussed group based anonymous authentication
(GBAA) and strategies to construct anonymity sets. Furthermore, we have dis-
cussed attacks which can mainly be conducted by passive adversaries and finally
we have pointed out how to estimate the number of authentications per user.
This result can be used to reduce the anonymity of authenticating users. Ad-
ditional side-channel information, e.g. user’s behavior, can be used to further
improve the efficiency of the proposed approach. We conclude, that GBAA, even
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considered as a black box, leaks information on authenticating users over a pe-
riod of time. One important fact is, that the approximated active frequencies
of users are more precise the greater the number of protocol runs. In order to
counter this kind of attack we recommend to significantly reduce the number
of GBAAs. This can be achieved by a combination of GBAA and token based
anonymous transactions, which is topic to current and future research.
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